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What is the problem?
Three scenarios (from real life)
1) MSF has a SAR-vessel in the region with the aim of rendering assistance if
necessary. Libya bans MSF from operating in Libyan territorial waters and/or
the Libyan SAR-zone, threatening with use of force…
2) Italy is demanding from MSF to sign a Code of Conduct…
3) Italy is pressuring flag state to stop MSF’s SAR-vessel operating…

NGO’s in the Mediterranean sea
Saviours, nuisance or criminals?
What is the problem?
Three scenarios (from real life)
1) MSF has a SAR-vessel in the region with the aim of rendering assistance if necessary. Libya
bans MSF from operating in Libyan territorial waters and/or the Libyan SAR-zone, threatening
with use of force…
2) Italy is demanding from MSF to sign a Code of Conduct…
3) Italy is pressuring flag state to stop MSF’s SAR-vessel operating…
 Lets assume: there is no specific evidence that MSF is collaborating with
traffickers…
 But on-going argument for “pull factor”…

NGO’S and the duty to render assistance
Background: The duty to render assistance (in a nutshell)
Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Question 2: Can the responsible coastal state deny access to the SAR-zone?
Question 3: Can a coastal state impose a duty to sign a Code of Conduct (CoC)?
Question 4: Can a coastal state use all kinds of measures to ban NGO’s from
operating?
Some concluding remarks…

Background: The duty to render assistance (in a nutshell)

" Real and irresistible distress must be at all times
a sufficient passport for human beings
under any ... application of human laws”
1809, The Elanor

Background: The duty to render assistance (in a nutshell)
UNCLOS article 98
Duty to render assistance
1. Every State shall require the master of a ship flying its flag, in so far as he can do
so without serious danger to the ship, the crew or the passengers:
(a) to render assistance to any person found at sea in danger of
being lost;
(b) to proceed with all possible speed to the rescue of persons in
distress, if informed of their need of assistance, in so far as such
action may reasonably be expected of him;
(c) after a collision (…)
2. Every coastal State shall promote the establishment, operation and maintenance
of an adequate and effective search and rescue service regarding safety on and
over the sea and, where circumstances so require, by way of mutual regional
arrangements cooperate with neighbouring States for this purpose.

Background: The duty to render assistance (in a nutshell)
SOLAS V Regulation 33 - Distress Situations: Obligations and procedures
1. The master of a ship at sea which is in a position to be able to provide assistance on receiving information
from any source that persons are in distress at sea, is bound to proceed with all speed to their assistance, if
possible informing them or the search and rescue service that the ship is doing so. This obligation to provide
assistance applies regardless of the nationality or status of such persons or the circumstances in which they
are found. If the ship receiving the distress alert is unable or, in the special circumstances of the case,
considers it unreasonable or unnecessary to proceed to their assistance, the master must enter in the logbook the reason for failing to proceed to the assistance of the persons in distress, taking into account the
recommendation of the Organization, to inform the appropriate search and rescue service accordingly.
1.1. (…)

2. The master of a ship in distress or the search and rescue service concerned, after consultation, so far as
may be possible, with the masters of ships which answer the distress alert, has the right to requisition one or
more of those ships as the master of the ship in distress or the search and rescue service considers best able
to render assistance, and it shall be the duty of the master or masters of the ship or ships requisitioned to
comply with the requisition by continuing to proceed with all speed to the assistance of persons in distress.
(…)
6. Masters of ships who have embarked persons in distress at sea shall treat them with humanity, within the
capabilities and limitations of the ship.

UNCLOS article 98 & SOLAS V Regulation 33 mean in short:
• There is a duty to render assistance; flag states have to ensure that the
master is required to render assistance
=> Use of national criminal law to enforce the obligation…

• The duty is triggered by the situation

=> distress/danger of being lost at sea…

• The reason for the distress situation is not relevant (“any person”)

=> “distress” is a question of IS someone in danger; not of WHY IS someone in
danger
=> no view to status (there are only “rescuees”…)

• The only limitation is own safety (absolute obligation)

 Similar obligations in other LoS

Background: The duty to render assistance (in a nutshell)
What is rescue?
‘Rescue’
SAR Annex para 1.3.2, 1.3.13; SOLAS Ch V, Reg 2(5)
=> retrieving persons in distress from the sea
=> providing initial medical or other needs / treat with humanity
=> delivering them to a ‘place of safety’ – we get back to this!

Background: The duty to render assistance (in a nutshell)
The duty to render assistance: SAR-system
UNCLOS
• Art 98(2) UNCLOS – duty to cooperate in operating adequate and effective SAR
services
SAR and SOLAS Conventions
• SAR Annex para 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 2.1.4, 2.3; SOLAS Ch V, Reg 7
=> Each coastal state responsible for a SAR ‘region’ with duty to operate…
• SAR Annex Ch 3 para 3.1.1
=> Shared obligation to coordinate services
(…and all states should coordinate operations…)

The duty to render assistance: SAR-system

NGO’S and the duty to render assistance
Background: The duty to render assistance (in a nutshell)
Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Question 2: Can the responsible coastal state deny access to the SAR-zone?
Question 3: Can a coastal state impose a duty to sign a Code of Conduct (CoC)?
Question 4: Can a coastal state use all kinds of measures to ban NGO’s from
operating?
Some concluding remarks…

Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters
•

Starting point: state sovereignty
=> jurisdiction and enforcement powers
=> right to decide who enters territory

UNCLOS art.2
1. The sovereignty of a coastal State extends, beyond its land territory
and internal waters (…), to an adjacent belt of sea, described as
the territorial sea.
2. (…)
3. The sovereignty over the territorial sea is exercised subject
to this Convention and to other rules of international law.

Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters
•

Starting point: state sovereignty
=> jurisdiction and enforcement powers
=> right to decide who enters territory

•

But: right to innocent passage
=> NGO’s are on passage?
=> is a given passage innocent?

Article 17
Right of innocent passage
Subject to this Convention, ships of all States, whether coastal
or land-locked, enjoy the right of innocent passage through
the territorial sea.

Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters
•

But: right to innocent passage
=> NGO’s are on passage?
=> is a given passage innocent?

Article 18
Meaning of passage
1. Passage means navigation through the territorial sea for the purpose of:
(a) traversing that sea without entering internal waters or calling at a roadstead or
port facility outside internal waters; or
(b) proceeding to or from internal waters or acallat such roadstead or port facility.
2. Passage shall be continuous and expeditious. However, passage
includes stopping and anchoring, but only in so far as the same are incidental to
ordinary navigation or are rendered necessary by force majeure or distress or for
the purpose of rendering assistance to persons, ships or aircraft in danger or
distress.

Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters
•

But: right to innocent passage
=> NGO’s are on passage?
=> is a given passage innocent?

Cruising to wait for a
distress situation?
=> No passage….

Article 18
Meaning of passage
1. Passage means navigation through the territorial sea for the purpose of:
(a) traversing that sea without entering internal waters or calling at a roadstead or
port facility outside internal waters; or
(b) proceeding to or from internal waters or acallat such roadstead or port facility.
2. Passage shall be continuous and expeditious. However, passage
includes stopping and anchoring, but only in so far as the same are incidental to
ordinary navigation or are rendered necessary by force majeure or distress or for
the purpose of rendering assistance to persons, ships or aircraft in danger or
distress.

Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters
•

But: right to innocent passage
=> NGO’s are on passage?
=> is a given passage innocent?

Article 19
Meaning of innocent passage
1. Passage is innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the
coastal State. Such passage shall take place in conformity with this Convention and with other
rules of international law.
2. Passage of a foreign ship shall be considered to be prejudicial to the peace, good order or
security of the coastal State if in the territorial sea it engages in any of the following activities:
(a) any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political
independence of the coastal State, or in any other manner in violation of the principles of
international law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations; (…)
(g) the loading or unloading of any commodity, currency or person contrary to the customs,
fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws and regulations of the coastal State; (…)
(l) any other activity not having a direct bearing on passage.

Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters
•

But: right to innocent passage
=> NGO’s are on passage?
=> is a given passage innocent?

Article 19
Meaning of innocent passage
1. Passage is innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the
coastal State. Such passage shall take place in conformity with this Convention and with other
rules of international
law.
Immigration,
not emigration
2. Passage of a foreign ship shall be considered to be prejudicial to the peace, good order or
security of the coastal State iflaws…?
in the territorial sea it engages in any of the following activities:
(a) any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political
independence of the coastal State, or in any other manner in violation of the principles of
international law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations; (…)
(g) the loading or unloading of any commodity, currency or person contrary to the customs,
fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws and regulations of the coastal State; (…)
(l) any other activity not having a direct bearing on passage.

Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters
•

But: right to innocent passage
=> NGO’s are on passage?
=> is a given passage innocent?

2000 Protocol against the
Smuggling of Migrants???
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Meaning of innocent passage
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2. Passage of a foreign ship shall be considered to be prejudicial to the peace, good order or
security of the coastal State if in the territorial sea it engages in any of the following activities:
(a) any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political
independence of the coastal State, or in any other manner in violation of the principles of
international law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations; (…)
(g) the loading or unloading of any commodity, currency or person contrary to the customs,
fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws and regulations of the coastal State; (…)
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Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters
•

But: right to innocent passage
=> NGO’s are on passage?
=> is a given passage innocent?

2000 Protocol against the
Smuggling of
ArtMigrants???
31 VCTL

3. There shall be taken into
account, together with the
Article 19
context: regarding its
Meaning of innocent passage
interpretation;
1. Passage is innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to the
peace,
good order
or security of the
(c) Any
relevant
rules of
coastal State. Such passage shall take place in conformity
with this Convention
andinwith
international
law applicable
theother
rules of international law.
relations between the parties.

2. Passage of a foreign ship shall be considered to be prejudicial to the peace, good order or
security of the coastal State if in the territorial sea it engages in any of the following activities:
(a) any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political
independence of the coastal State, or in any other manner in violation of the principles of
international law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations; (…)
(g) the loading or unloading of any commodity, currency or person contrary to the customs,
fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws and regulations of the coastal State; (…)
(l) any other activity not having a direct bearing on passage.

Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters

Article 31 VCTL

•

GENERAL RULE OF INTERPRETATION

•

•

Starting point: state sovereignty
=> jurisdiction and enforcement powers
=> right to decide who enters territory
But: right to innocent passage
=> NGO’s are on passage?
=> is a given passage innocent?

In case of immediate danger
=> right to enter to rescue?

1. A treaty shall be interpreted in good
faith in accordance with the ordinary
meaning to be given to the terms of
the treaty in their context and in the
light of its object and purpose.

UNCLOS article 98
Duty to render assistance
1. Every State shall require the master of a ship flying its flag, in so far as he can do so without serious
danger to the ship, the crew or the passengers:
(a) to render assistance to any person found at sea in danger of
being lost;
(b) to proceed with all possible speed to the rescue of persons in
distress

Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Coastal state powers in territorial waters
•

Starting point: state sovereignty
=> jurisdiction and enforcement powers
=> right to decide who enters territory

•

But: right to innocent passage
=> NGO’s are on passage?
=> is a given passage innocent?

•

In case of immediate danger
=> right to enter to rescue?

=> Only in some very limited cases
no right to enter…

NGO’S and the duty to render assistance
Background: The duty to render assistance (in a nutshell)
Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Question 2: Can the responsible coastal state deny access to the SAR-zone?
Question 3: Can a coastal state impose a duty to sign a Code of Conduct (CoC)?
Question 4: Can a coastal state use all kinds of measures to ban NGO’s from
operating?
Some concluding remarks…

Question 2: Can the responsible coastal state deny access to the SAR-zone?
The duty to render assistance: SAR-system
UNCLOS
• Art 98(2) UNCLOS – duty to cooperate in operating adequate and effective SAR
services
SAR and SOLAS Conventions
• SAR Annex para 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 2.1.4, 2.3; SOLAS Ch V, Reg 7
=> Each coastal state responsible for a SAR ‘region’ with duty to operate…
• SAR Annex Ch 3 para 3.1.1
=> Shared obligation to coordinate services
(…and all states should coordinate operations…)

Question 2: Can the responsible coastal state deny access to the SAR-zone?
Power over vessels (SOLAS)

The duty to render assistance: SAR-system

2. The master of a ship in distress or the search and rescue
service concerned, after consultation, so far as may be
UNCLOS
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• Art 98(2) UNCLOS
– duty
to cooperate
in operating
and effective
alert,
has the
right to requisition
one oradequate
more of those
ships as SAR
services
the master of the ship in distress or the search and rescue
service considers best able to render assistance, and it shall be
SAR and SOLAS Conventions
the duty of the master or masters of the ship or ships
to comply
the requisition
• SAR Annex para requisitioned
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2.3;with
SOLAS
Ch V, Regby7 continuing to
proceedstate
with all
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with
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(…)
• SAR Annex Ch 3 para 3.1.1
:

=> Shared obligation to coordinate services
(…and all states should coordinate operations…)

Question 2: Can the responsible coastal state deny access to the SAR-zone?
Power over vessels (SOlAS)

The duty to render assistance: SAR-system
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* A right to ban when disturbing on-going rescue
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(…)
• SAR Annex Ch 3 para 3.1.1
:

=> Shared obligation to coordinate services
(…and all states should coordinate operations…)

Question 2: Can the responsible coastal state deny access to the SARzone?
Any legal basis for (the threat of) the use of force?
-

Exclusive flag state jurisdiction
Principle of non-interference
Nothing in the Los – somewhere else…?

 Undermining the general rescue regime at sea
 Good faith principle in international law…
 Remember: no need to be “ordered” to assist…

NGO’S and the duty to render assistance
Background: The duty to render assistance (in a nutshell)
Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Question 2: Can the responsible coastal state deny access to the SAR-zone?
Question 3: Can a coastal state impose a duty to sign a Code of Conduct (CoC)?
Question 4: Can a coastal state use all kinds of measures to ban NGO’s from
operating?
Some concluding remarks…

Question 3: Can a coastal state impose a duty to sign a Code of Conduct
(CoC)?
Italy is demanding from NGO’s to sign a code of conduct to be allowed to
operate in the region…
CoC.” Failure to subscribe to this Code of Conduct or to comply with the
commitments set out therein may result in the adoption by the Italian
Authorities of measures addressed to the relevant vessels, in compliance
with applicable domestic and international law and as required in the public
interest of saving human lives while guaranteeing shared and sustainable
reception of migration flows.
Any failure to comply with the commitments set out in this Code of Conduct will
be communicated by the Italian Authorities to the flag State and to the State
where the NGO is registered.”

Question 3: Can a coastal state impose a duty to sign a Code of Conduct
(CoC)?
Italy is demanding from NGO’s to sign a code of conduct to be allowed to
* What kind of measures?
operate in the region…
* On
legal
basis?
CoC.” Failure to subscribe to this Code
ofwhich
Conduct
or to
comply with the
commitments set out therein may result in the adoption by the Italian
Authorities of measures addressed to the relevant vessels, in compliance
with applicable domestic and international law and as required in the public
interest of saving human lives while guaranteeing shared and sustainable
reception of migration flows.
Any failure to comply with the commitments set out in this Code of Conduct will
be communicated by the Italian Authorities to the flag State and to the State
where the NGO is registered.”

Step 4: Birgit Feldtmann
Banning NGOs from the SAR-zone
Italy is demanding from MSF to sign a code of conduct to be allowed to
operate in the region…
CoC:
”in accordance with relevant international law, commitment not to enter
Libyan territorial waters, except in situations of grave and imminent danger
requiring immediate assistance and not to obstruct Search & Rescue by the
Libyan Coast Guard: (…)”
”commitment not to transfer those rescued on other vessels, (…)”

Step 4: Birgit Feldtmann
* If innocent passage?
Banning NGOs from the SAR-zone
* And distress situation?
Italy is demanding from MSF to sign a code of conduct to be allowed to
operate in the region…
CoC:
”in accordance with relevant international law, commitment not to enter
Libyan territorial waters, except in situations of grave and imminent danger
requiring immediate assistance and not to obstruct Search & Rescue by the
Libyan Coast Guard: (…)”
”commitment not to transfer those rescued on other vessels, (…)”

Step 4: Birgit Feldtmann
* If innocent passage?
Banning NGOs from the SAR-zone
* And distress situation?
Italy is demanding from MSF to sign a code of conduct to be allowed to
operate in the region…
CoC:
”in accordance with relevant international law, commitment not to enter
Libyan territorial waters, except in situations of grave and imminent danger
requiring immediate assistance and not to obstruct Search & Rescue by the
Libyan Coast Guard: (…)”
Why?
”commitment not to transfer those rescued on other vessels, (…)”

Question 3: Can a coastal state impose a duty to sign a Code of Conduct (CoC)?
Italy is demanding from NGO’sto sign a code of conduct to be allowed to operate in the
region…
CoC:
”commitment to receive on board, possibly and for a period which is strictly necessary, upon
request by the competent National Authorities, judicial police officers for information and
evidence gathering with a view to conducting investigations related to migrant smuggling
and/or trafficking in human beings, without prejudice of the ongoing humanitarian activity. (…)”
”commitment to declare, in conformity with legislation of the flag State, to the competent
authorities of the State where NGO is registered, all sources of financing (…)”
” commitment to loyal cooperation with the Public Security Authority of the migrants’ intended
place of disembarkation, (…)”
=> Serveral references to flag exclusive state jurisdiction

* Any legal basis for placing
Question 3: Can a coastal state impose alaw
duty
to sign a Code
of Conducton
(CoC)?
enforcment
personnel
foreign vessel?
Italy is demanding from NGO’sto sign a code of conduct to be allowed to operate in the
* And what with exclusive flag
region…
CoC:
state jurisdiction?
”commitment to receive on board, possibly and for a period which is strictly necessary, upon
request by the competent National Authorities, judicial police officers for information and
evidence gathering with a view to conducting investigations related to migrant smuggling
and/or trafficking in human beings, without prejudice of the ongoing humanitarian activity. (…)”
”commitment to declare, in conformity with legislation of the flag State, to the competent
authorities of the State where NGO is registered, all sources of financing (…)”
” commitment to loyal cooperation with the Public Security Authority of the migrants’ intended
place of disembarkation, (…)”
=> Serveral references to flag exclusive state jurisdiction

Question 3: Can a coastal state impose a duty to sign a Code of Conduct
(CoC)?
* What
is the
legaltonature
the CoC?
Italy is demanding
from
NGO’s
sign aofcode
of conduct to be allowed to
operate in the region…
* Has the flag state a say in the issue?
CoC.” Failure to subscribe to this Code of Conduct or to comply with the
commitments set out therein may result in the adoption by the Italian
* In general: recue at sea and good faith
Authorities of measures addressed to the relevant vessels, in compliance
obligation…?
with applicable domestic and international law and as required in the public
interest of saving human lives while guaranteeing shared and sustainable
…are coastal states allowed to make things
reception of migration flows.
complicated or impossible…?
Any failure to comply with the commitments set out in this Code of Conduct will
be communicated by the Italian Authorities to the flag State and to the State
where the NGO is registered.”
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Some concluding remarks…

Question 4: Can a coastal state use all kinds of measures to ban NGO’s
from operating?

Question 4: Can a coastal state use all kinds of measures to ban NGO’s
from operating?

Starting point
• Coastal states can enforce their immigration law in continuous zone
• Coastal states (and other states) are obliged to fight migrant smuggling
• Costal states can – with certain limitations – enforce their criminal
jurisdiction if crimes are committed
• Port states can exercise port state control (where there is a legal basis…)
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=> If NGO’s commit crimes/violate regulation = certain enforcement powers…
=> But of course with view to flag state jurisdiction…
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Some concluding remarks…
From the point of view of LoS
Things are pretty clear…
• A “absolute” duty to render assistance
-> the duty is necessary to save lives at sea….
-> uncontroversial in traditional situations…
• SAR-system should ensure the saving of lives (not obstruct…)
-> by coordination…
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…not migrants etc.
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PROBLEM: The issue of rescue at sea get mixed with issues of migration &
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-> and European politics…

Some concluding remarks…
My main argument here:
From the point of view of LoS
Things are pretty clear…
* Some of the practices we see are
• A “absolute” duty to render
assistance
problematic
with view to the
-> the duty is necessarygood
to save
lives
at sea….
faith-principle
in VCTL
-> uncontroversial in traditional situations…
• SAR-system should ensure the saving of lives (not obstruct…)
* And interpreting powers in the light of
-> by coordination…
LoS’s duty to render assistance…
PROBLEM: The issue of rescue at sea get mixed with issues of migration &
asylum
-> and European politics…
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Question 1: Can a coastal state deny a NGO access to territorial waters?
Question 2: Can the responsible coastal state deny access to the SAR-zone?
Question 3: Can a coastal state impose a duty to sign a Code of Conduct (CoC)?
Question 4: Can a coastal state use all kinds of measures to ban NGO’s from
operating?
Some concluding remarks…

Does this make any sense...?
Questions...?
Comments...?
bfe@law.aau.dk

